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Overview
• Now
– How much open access?
– Snapshots of the universe of scholarly 
communication
• The future:  some thoughts
• Transitioning:  the evolution
- vision & mission
- economics
- reorganization
• Questions?
Total Peer-Reviewed Journals 20-25,000
Directory of Open Access 
Journals doaj.org
Growth: 1.2 titles / day
2,744 
% of peer-reviewed journals 
that are open access
> 10% 
More than 10% of peer-reviewed 
journals are OA (July 2007)
Toll / OA Articles July 07
# articles % STM lit.
Science Direct  (TA)
sciencedirect.com
8.4 million ¼
Scientific Commons (OA)
scientificcommons.org
15.7 million ½?
PubMed Central pubmedcentral.nih.gov
> 1 million articles http://www.nlm.nih.gov/news/pmcmillion.html
Managed by: National Center for Biotechnology Information in the 
US National Library of Medicine
arXiv.org
• Daily Usage: July 7
> 250,000 connections 
• Is Peer Review a 
formality? Papers 
read and comments 
to authors before 
submission for 
publication?
Open Data:  Pangaea.de
528,128 records: July 2007
Institutional Repository: 
CERN Document Server 
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/
Managed by CERN Library
Collections of conference 
webcasts
Scholarly blogs
Peter Suber’s Open Access News
http://www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/fosblog.html
Scholarly Blogs
Heather Morrison  
The Imaginary Journal of Poetic Economics 
http://poeticeconomics.blogspot.com
Digital heritage collections
Alouette Canada  alouettecanada.ca
Academic & public libraries, museums, archives

E-Portfolios
• Scholar’s works - many formats
• University output (IR)
• Funding agency output
• Research assignment - handed in with 
the works cited (not citations - the 
works!)
Library collection of the future
• Data
• Open Access Archives
• Digital Collections
• Articles & Books:  Electronic & Print
• Multimedia
• Links and linked works
• Special Collections
• E-Portfolios
• Scholarly Blogs
• Wikis…
Issues for library collections in 
the future
• Preservation of electronic collections in 
many formats
• Preservation of links and linked items
• Selection criteria
• Ensuring access, or, is one copy of an 
item in a faraway country good enough?
Search tools
• artificial intelligence techniques 
– data mining
– More sophisticated queries
• controlled vocabulary and collections 
(e.g. PubMedCentral, arXiv)
Key Collections Issues
• Transitioning to open access
• Collecting and preserving electronic 
information in many formats
• Multiple copies for security of access
Librarian roles
• Planning, collecting, preserving, and making 
accessible: scholarly output of various types
• Reference question: from 
– where can I find info? To:  
– how do I know I’m not missing something 
essential?
• Instruction:  resources, and how to access 
them
Transitioning:  
A simple vision statement
The purpose of our library is to support 
the scholarly communications needs of 
faculty and students.
• Collections through purchase
• Building open access collections
Transitioning:  
suggested key goals
• Plan for evolutionary change
• Economic support for open access
• Smart support
– Cost effective solutions
– Open Access, not Free Access
– Change in the right direction
• Support the dissemination of scholarly output 
of our organizations
Support Open Access (not free access) 
Budapest Open Access Initiative 
http://www.soros.org/openaccess/index.shtml
• permitting any users to read, download, 
copy, distribute, print, search, or link to 
the full texts of these articles, crawl them 
for indexing, pass them as data to 
software, or use them for any other lawful 
purpose
• Author attribution
Transitioning:  journals
• Free hosting & basic technical support 
for open access publishing by faculty 
• Encourage & support - or develop - 
open access publishing cooperatives 
our faculty are, or could be, involved in
Transitioning:  journals
• Negotiate steps towards open access with 
subscriptions licenses
– Author’s rights
– Combined subscriptions / open choice
– Quality & Quantity clauses for journals not in 
transition
• Prioritize support for journals in transition - all 
else being equal, keep the journal that allows 
self-archiving
Economics:  cost per article
• Most OA journals do not charge article 
processing fees
• Charges more likely with subscription than 
OA journals (Kaufman-Wills, The Facts About 
Open Access, ALPSP, 2005 
http://www.alpsp.org/ngen_public/default.asp?ID=200)
• Average cost /article key to cost-effectiveness
Economics:  
article processing fees
• Payers:
– Funding agencies
– Departments
– Library Budgets
– Other 
• special university budgets?
• Subsidy - government, membership?
Article Processing Fees & 
Library Coordination
• Coordination - invoicing efficiencies for:
– Research producers (e.g. funding agencies, 
universities)
– Open access publishers
• Why the library?
– Our knowledge (e.g. what is open access)
– Facilitate transition from subs to OA
– Hybrid publishers:  facilitate combined APF / 
subscriptions negotiations
– Position the library for an open access future
Article Processing Fees:  Library 
vs. Department / Faculty Budget
• Department / Faculty payment advantages
– Faculty awareness of costs of publishing
– Market incentive to moderate costs
– Disincentive to excessive focus on quantity of 
publication (e.g. least publishable bits)
• Library Budget advantages
– Minimize faculty resistance
– Facilitates gradual transition subs to OA
• Combined cost-sharing approach
APF Approval Plan? Based on
• Quality of Publishing (Library / Faculty 
Committee?)
• True open access
• Cost-efficiency / cost-sharing, e.g.
– OA publishers’ membership / discount plans
– Cap library contribution 
– Sliding scale?  E.g.:
• 100% up to $750 
• 60% up to $1,500
• 50% up to $2,000
Reorganizing for change
• Engage staff in change towards exciting 
new roles in an OA future, e.g.:
• Copyright officers ⇒ author’s rights 
consultants
• Interlibrary loans ⇒ institutional 
repository
• Reference / liaison ⇒ Includes scholarly 
communications
Conclusions
• Begin with the vision
• The library can play a key role into the future
• Transition can be evolutionary
• Support change - with caution
– True open access
– Cost-efficient solutions
• Library hosting & technical support for OA 
journals
• Coordinating role in APF invoicing
• Reorganize for OA
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